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T

he British Library’s Department of Maps
holds a remarkable print, published by
the Antwerp engraver, designer and
publisher Pieter de Jode I (1573-1634) (fig. 1 on
p. 24).1 The etching is not a map, as would be
expected in view of the cartographic nature of
the collection as well as the history of the De
Jode family as publishers of maps. Rather, it turns
out to be a board game of the Game of Cupid
or so-called Game of Snake. Even more unusual
is the fact that all inscriptions are in Spanish,
including De Jode’s Antwerp address. It will be
argued here that this Spanish Game of Cupid,
issued in Antwerp about 1620, may be one of the
first of these games that appeared in print.
Early impressions of board games are
extremely rare, since they were not considered
‘art’ but objects to be pasted on a board and
used. As a consequence, these prints are not

the field of game history. The present article
draws upon both disciplines in order to shed new
light on this extraordinary, and possibly unique,
impression of a board game issued by De Jode.

usually the subject of art historical research and
have generally been studied exclusively within

Most plates of Gerard de Jode’s stock, consisting
of c. 1200 plates with a major focus on maps,
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Pieter de Jode I as engraver and publisher
Pieter de Jode I was the son of the Antwerp
publisher Gerard de Jode (1516/17-1591).2 After
having been trained as an engraver in his father’s
workshop as well as by Hendrick Goltzius in Haarlem, De Jode worked for a short period as a print
designer and engraver for his brother-in-law Hans
Jacops in Amsterdam. In 1595, he left for Italy
where he worked in Venice, Siena, and Rome.3
After his return to Antwerp and the death of both
his older brother Cornelis in 1600 and his mother
in 1601, De Jode continued the publishing firm in
which he also worked as designer and engraver.
Notes on pages 41-43
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1 Published in Antwerp by Pieter de Jode I, Game of Cupid, c. 1620, etching,
377 x 494 mm, London, British Library, © The British Library Board, Maps * 999.(1.)
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biblical history, and ornament prints, were sold
after 1601 and Pieter de Jode started a new fund,
which would ultimately contain c. 400 plates.
Like his father before him, Pieter must have
been responsive to changing aesthetic views on
the print market, which was influenced also by
political, religious, and economic changes in the
early-seventeenth-century Netherlands. Whereas
Gerard de Jode published prints after renowned
Flemish and Italian artists of his day, Pieter de
Jode published prints after contemporary Flemish
artists such as Peter Paul Rubens (fig. 2), Abraham
Janssens, Otto van Veen, and Cornelis de Vos and
the Italian artists Giuseppe Cesari, Luca Cambiaso,
Paolo Guidotti, and the Carracci. His stay in Italy
resulted in a profitable connection with Antonio
Tempesta, whose work he published in original
prints as well as copies.
For the most part, his own inventions
comprised devotional images and saints,
although he also designed and published an
academic drawing book (1629) (fig. 3). Besides
publishing new plates and a limited number
of plates from his father’s stock, he acquired
and reissued some older plates, such as a few
engraved by Cornelis Cort and singular plates
after Lucas van Leyden, Pieter Bruegel, and
Hieronymus Bosch, famous sixteenth-century
artists, which still appealed to the public.4
In view of the great diversity of his stock,
it may come as no surprise that Pieter de Jode

2 Pieter de Jode I after
Peter Paul Rubens,
The Virgin and Child,
engraving, 349 x 264 mm,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum

3 Unknown engraver
after Pieter de Jode I,
Title plate of Varie figure
academiche, 1629,
engraving, 265 x 195 mm,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum

would also have published a board game. The
artist who etched the plate remains anonymous.
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The British Library’s catalogue dates the print
c. 1670, which means that it would have been
published by Pieter de Jode II (1606-c. 1674).
There can be little doubt, however, that his father,
Pieter de Jode I, issued the etching. Compared
with most plates published by his son, the prints
published by Pieter de Jode I stand out for the
more constant quality in technique and neatness
of the inscriptions, as can also be observed in
the Game of Cupid. Another feature that speaks
for an attribution to the father rather than the
son is the dating of the fashion in the central

4 Pieter de Jode I after
Sebastiaan Vrancx,
Costumes of Belgian
Nobility, c. 1610,
engraving, 220 x 115 mm,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum

image. Although care should be taken in dating a
print based on fashion, since costumes could be
slightly archaic, the dress of the figures at centre
can roughly be dated to 1610-‘30. Contemporary
paintings of elegant companies by artists such
as Hieronymus Francken and Sebastiaan Vrancx
show similar Flemish dress. The latter was also
the designer of a series of European fashions,
engraved and published by Pieter de Jode I
around 1605-’10, so it can be assumed that De
Jode had some fashion awareness (fig. 4).5

The Game of the Goose and the
development of the printed board game
The Game of Cupid developed from the Game of
the Goose, one of the most popular board games
to this day. Both were games of chance and pursuit, played with two dice, on a track of sixty-three
spaces with icons symbolizing advantages and
hazards, a metaphor of the fortunes and fates
during the path of life. By no means were they
intended to be children’s games, as they were
played with monetary stakes and fines. Although
the Game of the Goose seems to have been
played for centuries before, the earliest printed
versions date from late-sixteenth-century Italy
(fig. 5).6 A contemporary source, much quoted
among historians of the game, claims that it
was invented in Florence and pleased Francesco
de’ Medici, Grand Duke of Tuscany, who went
so far as to present an exemplar, probably a
precious painted or inlay version, to Philip II of
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5 Published in Rome by Lucchino
Gargano, Game of the Goose,
1598, engraving, 507 x 378 mm,
London, British Museum,
© Trustees of the British Museum
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Spain, around 1576-’80.7 In 1585, Philip II’s court
jester, Gonzalo de Liaño, complained in a letter
to Francesco de’ Medici about the debts he had
incurred due to a new game, called Game of
the Goose, which was played in Tuscany and
had been brought to Spain by the Medicean
agent Luigi Dovara.8 According to Carrera, the
publication of the Game of the Goose in Spain
inspired the invention of several closely related
games such as the Filosofía Cortesana. A unique
impression in the British Museum proves that the
Filosofía Cortesana indeed existed as a copper
engraving, published with a royal privilege in
1588 in Naples by Mario Cartaro.9 The inventor,
Alonso de Barros, wrote an extensive description
of the game, which was of a philosophical and
didactive nature on fate and fortune of ambitious
men at court.10 The lay-out of the game was
clearly inspired by Italian impressions of the
Game of the Goose such as an anonymous,
possibly Venetian print of c. 1580-’85, the earliest
impression of the Game of the Goose known to
date.11 A Bolognese manuscript, written about
1585 by the scholar Ulisse Aldovrandi (1522-1605),
contains the first known description of the game
and its rules, including variants on the latter as
played in Bologna. In 1595, the rules of the game
were given in a Venetian song, ‘Il gioco dell’Occa’,
by Giovanni Croce.12 The almost simultaneous
appearance of printed board games and its rules
seems to indicate a wider knowledge of the

Game of the Goose’ [novo gioco de loca], appa
rantly to distinguish them from an older version.
In England ’the newe and most pleasant game
of the Goose’ was entered in the Stationer’s
Register on 16 June 1597 by John Wolfe, who had
learned the trade of print publisher in Florence.13
However, no impressions of this game have been
traced, only late-seventeenth-century English
games of the goose in print are known. Nor is an
impression known of a jeu de l’oye, mentioned
in the inventory of the Parisian publisher Jean II
de Gourmont (1535-1598).14 The earliest preserved
French impression appeared c. 1600 in Lyon,
in woodcut, published by the heirs of Benoît
Rigaud (fig. 6).15 It differs from the Italian ones
in lay-out, being of landscape format. The title,
printed with the rules in the central field, gives a
puzzling clue to the history of the game: ‘Game
of the Goose, renewed from the Greek’ [Le Jeu de
l’Oye, renouvellé des Grecs]. Later French games
keep referring to this undocumented Greek
origin. The subtitle, ‘Game of much joy, as today
it is practised by Princes and noble Lords’ [Jeu de
grand plaisir, comme auiourd’huy Princes & grands
Seigneur le practiquent], distinguishes this rather
crude woodcut version from the elaborate ones,
on marble or of inlaid wood and silver, played by
royals and nobles. Obviously, the cheaper printed
versions were meant to reach a much wider
clientele. Despite, or maybe just because of the
popularity of the game, only a few of these prints

game.
The Italian prints often have the title ‘new

have been preserved. Most impressions will have
been used up.
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6 Published in Lyon by the
heirs of Benoît Rigaud,
Game of the Goose, c. 1600,
woodcut, 330 x 476 mm,
Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August
Bibliothek: IH 624

The Game of the Goose soon reached the German
courts as well. The Augsburg merchant, diplomat,
and art agent Philipp Hainhofer (1578-1647), who
had studied law in Siena and Padua, mentioned
in his diary that ‘the true Game of the Goose […]
as copper engraving, in Italy among the students
[…] was most common’.16 In his capacity of art
agent he composed several curiosity or art cabinets, in which he included the game, e.g. in the
cabinet of 1617 for Duke Philipp II of Pomerania
in Stettin, a silver in ebony inlay,17 in a table of
c. 1628 for Magdalene Sybille of Prussia, Electress
of Saxony in Dresden,18 and in the cabinet, presented in 1632 by the city of Augsburg to King

board and hand-painted, both of landscape
format and especially the Swedish one is inspired
by Italian boards. Otherwise, all three have one
specific feature: the addition of a drinking cup
on space 61, not found in any of its European
predecessors. Although this hazard seems to
have its origin in the German cultural realm, it is
not mentioned in the rules of the Game of the
Goose, as written in 1616 by Duke August of
Braunschweig-Lüneburg, who was also provided
with this game board by Hainhofer.20
The board game was known about 1600 in
the Dutch Republic. In 1602-’03 the famous jurist
and prodigy Hugo de Groot (1583-1645) wrote

Gustav Adolph of Sweden.19 The latter two games
are printed impressions, pasted onto a marble

a number of playful epigrams on household
objects, the Instrumentum Domesticum, which
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7 Published in Amsterdam by Claes Jansz. Visscher, Game of the Goose,
c. 1625-‘40, engraving, 419 x 476 mm, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum
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were published in the collection of his early
poetry. One of these distychs is a moralizing
poem on ’The Game of the Goose: Be it by various
lot, nevertheless we are bound for the same goal,
and death dashes all our wishes: who said it is
just a game?’.21 In 1619, when he was arrested and
imprisoned in Loevestein Castle, an inventory
was made of Hugo de Groot’s goods. No Game
of the Goose, however, is mentioned among the
confiscated goods nor among the items his wife
was allowed to take with her.22
By 1624, the game must have been well
known in Amsterdam as it was mentioned by Jan
Jansz. Starter in his Steeckboecxken, in which he
described a game he invented for the ‘young at
heart’ as an alternative for ‘cards, checkers, game
of the goose [gansbort], and others’.23 The first
known Dutch impression in print of the Game of
the Goose was published in Amsterdam by Claes
Jansz. Visscher, and has been dated to 1625-‘40
(fig. 7). In the lower margin the title and rules are
engraved. Similar to the Italian and English boards
it is called ‘the new and pleasant game of the
goose’ [Het nieuw en vermaeckelyck ghanse-spel].
The origin of the design of the game is unknown
but it is more elaborate and inventive than any
of its predecessors. The track is set against a
landscape background with amorous couples in
each corner and an elegant company, drinking
and making music, at centre. In the background
of each scene a smaller couple alludes to the five

track, as opposed to the classic Italian anticlockwise versions, follows the German
impression of the Game of the Goose, known
from the table of Magdalene Sybille of Prussia in
Dresden. Another similarity between this board
and Visscher’s is the addition of the drinking cup
on space 61, which can also be seen in a printed
German Game of the Goose with the same lay-out
in landscape format and clockwise spiraling track,
published in Cologne by Martin Fritz about 1650.25
Strangely, this hazard is not explained in Visscher’s
rules whereas the German game does describe
it: ‘when someone arrives at 61 where the glass
stands [he] has to make a toast’ [wan aber einer
auf 61 kompt da daβ glaβ stehet muβ ein trunck
thun]. Claes Jansz. Visscher must have based his
Game of the Goose on a German example rather
than the Italian or French ones. However, his is the
only Dutch game with the drinking cup; in later
versions it is absent while it continued to appear
in German ones.
The earliest Game of the Goose that we
know of from the Southern Netherlands seems
to be a woodcut made and published in Antwerp
by Jan Christoffel Jegher (1618-1666), about
1650, although it has only survived in a reprint
of c. 1713-’17. Except for the title and landscape
format it has little in common with Visscher’s
engraving; the lay-out is based on the classic
Italian board.26 A woodcut copy in reverse was
published by Philippus Jacobus Brepols as late as

senses.24
The landscape format and clockwise spiraling

c. 1834-’36.27 Whereas Visscher’s board, judging
by its refinement and central scene, aimed at a
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market of upper class merchants and aristocrats,
the central scene in Jeghers’s woodcut refers to
an inn or even a brothel, with two men playing
backgammon while being distracted by women
and robbed from their purses. Jeghers made a
second, somewhat cruder woodcut of the game
in standing format, which apparenty aimed at
an even larger market. The woodblock ended up
in Amsterdam, where it was still being reprinted
in the mid-eighteenth century and later even
copied, about 1770.28
Both Claes Jansz. Visscher and Jan Jeghers
published another board game that had originated in Italy and became popular in the Netherlands, the Game of the Owl or ‘plucking the owl’
[Pela il Chiù].29 This game does not have a spiraling
track with sixty-three spaces but four oval or
circular tracks, two with images of three dice,
two with allegorical images.

Pieter de Jode’s Game of Cupid, or ‘the royal
game of cupid, otherwise called the pastime of
love’, clearly had its origin in the Game of the
Goose. However, no Italian version is known.
There did exist an Italian game called ‘the new
and pleasant game of the garden of love [Il novo
et piacevol gioco del giardin d’amore], which was
published c. 1590 in Rome by Giovanni Antonio
de Paoli (fig. 8).30 Although both games have a

twenty-two spaces, the inner ones with two
dice each, the outer ones with images of virtues
and vices.
The Game of Cupid was more likely of
Spanish origin and may have been among the
games Carrera meant by the invention of ‘other
games slightly different from the first one’, i.e. the
Game of the Goose, which included the Filosofià
Cortesana.31 The adjective ‘royal’ and the crowned
snake may refer to a royal environment in which
the game was invented. However, referring to
a royal connection could also have been a
marketing tool of the publisher.
A comparison of the Game of Cupid with the
Game of the Goose shows a number of similarities
but also some distinct deviations. The spiral shape
of the Game of the Goose was transformed into
that of a coiled snake. This feature is explained on
De Jode’s print at lower left, above the ‘Rules’:
‘It is to be noted that this game is represented in
the shape of a snake, because Love guised as a
snake sneaks into the heart of those who posses
it, and poisons them with its venim, and for
several other attractive reasons, which the lack
of space on this piece of paper does not allow to
explain here.’ No other board game is known to
have such an explanation of the symbolic nature
of its design.
Similar to the Game of the Goose, the Game
of Cupid has sixty-three circular spaces. In the
latter, cupids replace the geese in spaces with

garden of love at centre, the Italian one is based
on the Game of the Owl, with two oval tracks of

regular intervals. Whereas the geese appear
in every fifth and fourth space – numbering

The Game of Cupid by Pieter de Jode
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8 Published in Rome by
Giovanni Antonio de Paoli,
Game of the Garden of Love,
c. 1590, engraving,
465 x 349 mm, London,
British Museum, © Trustees
of the British Museum
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thirteen in total – the nine cupids occupy every
seventh circle. These numbers correspond with
the so-called climacterics, the critical years in a
person’s life, marking turning points, with 9 x 7 =
63 being the ‘grand climacteric’. This last number
was already referred to as such in Aldovrandi’s
rules of the Game of the Goose, where the
winner arrives at the central ‘garden of the geese
[viridarium anserum] through seven times nine
numbers, which make the climacteric year’ [per
septem nouenarios numeros, qui faciunt annum
climatericum].32
The Games of the Goose often have the rules
printed at centre or, as in Visscher’s and Jegher’s
games, in margin. However, the numerological
significance of the game is never mentioned,
possibly because it was apparent to sixteenthand seventeenth-century minds. Pieter de
Jode’s Game of Cupid, however, starts with an
explanation of the philosophy of the numbers
used, at top left: ‘This game is composed of the
number 7 multiplied nine times, of which the
product gives 63 because Love is pleased by this
number, being very perfect’. This is followed
by the explanation of the game, which, like the
Game of the Goose, is played with at least two
persons, although ‘the more persons play, the
more fun is had and the more recreative this
game is, and also the more profitable’, since it
was played with a monetary stake, set before
starting, as is also explained. Similar to the older

number thrown until a space without a cupid is
reached. The combination of the numbers on
the two dice could determine an advantage as
one could proceed to the space with an image
of the dice. The Game of Cupid has three such
fortunate combinations, in which the number
thrown makes up 7; the combination 1 and 6 goes
to space 16, 5 and 2 to space 25, 4 and 3 to space
43. This is more straightforward than the Game of
the Goose, in which the combination 3 and 6 goes
to space 26, and 5 and 4 to space 53.
As a metaphor of the course of life, both
games have several hazards that can be
encountered. Though basically the same, they
occur on different spaces and there are some
differences in the icons and their meaning as well.
The rules on both games explain the icons.
In the Game of Cupid the bridge of love, ‘la
puente del Amor’, means one has to pay a tribute
to Cupid and can advance to space 12 to rest in
the depicted chair. In the Game of the Goose one
has to pay toll to cross the bridge; with the toll
payed twice one can also move forward to space
12 which, however, has no icon.
The throne of love in space 18 in the Game of
Cupid has the same function as the inn in space 19
of the Game of the Goose; one has to pay a fine
and skip a turn. The same applies for the banquet
in space 38 of the Game of Cupid and the prison
in space 52 of the Game of the Goose.
The well or fountain in spaces 30 and 31

game, one cannot halt on a space with a goose
or, in this case, cupid, and has to advance the

are identical; a fine is to be paid and one is only
released when another player arrives on the same
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space or else one stays there until the end of the
game. The Game of Cupid has an additional icon
in space 54, the forest, which has the same rule.
The labyrinths in spaces 42 and 46 are similar,
although the hazard is more severe in the Game
of Cupid; a prize is to be paid and one has to
return to space 39 and 23 respectively, which
means a setback of just 3 over 23 spaces.
Obviously, the skeleton or tomb on spaces
58 and 59 in both games mean death; a fine and
start over. The rules for overtaking another player
are the same as well.
As compared with the Game of the Goose,
the Game of Cupid has one additional, advanta
geous rule, which is explained at bottom right:
‘The number 7 is favourable and privileged in this
game, so the one who throws it, and reaches the
throne, the well, the banquet, the labyrinth, the
forest, or the tomb, shall pay nothing, shall not
stay there nor go back, but shall only double his
number until he is in a safe space …’
The winner of the Game of Cupid arrives at
the central image, the garden of love, which is
number 63. This victory has a different meaning
than that of most Games of the Goose, which
either have an image at centre, or the rules.
The winning space 63, the last one of the track,
usually depicts a gateway or a door. Referring
to the ‘grand climacteric’, the age of 63, man
was supposed to have little to fear, once having
passed this age.33 In Visscher’s print, however,
number 63 also is the central image.
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Pieter de Jode I and the Spanish market
of prints
Netherlandish prints and printmakers were highly
valued in Spain throughout the sixteenth century;
loads of prints left Bruges and Antwerp for the
Iberian peninsula and from there even to the
South Americas.34 Philip II’s interest in printmaking played a major part in this popularity.
His print collection at the Escorial contains many
prints by Antwerp publishers, among them
Gerard de Jode’s Thesaurus.35 During Philip II’s
reign several Flemish engravers immigrated to
Spain, famous for their technical skills which were
hard to find among the few local printmakers.36
The Flemish engraver and pupil of Gerard de
Jode Pierre Perret, who worked for Philip II from
1595, was even credited with the introduction of
engraving to Spain.37
The Game of Cupid, with De Jode’s address
in Spanish, could be another print meant to send
to Spain, but it could also have been made for the
community of the Spanish nobility surrounding
Albert and Isabella, or both.
The Spanish Infanta Isabella Clara Eugenia,
daughter of Philip II, king of Spain, governed
the southern Netherlands with her husband,
Albert Archduke of Austria, until her death in
1633. Since the signing of the Twelve Years’ Truce
in Antwerp in 1609, which brought peace to the
Low Countries, life at the Spanish court in Brussels
became more leisurely. Under Isabella and Albert
art flourished, and in 1609 they appointed Rubens
as their court painter.38
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Pieter de Jode had dealings with the Spanish
rulers as well. Shortly after the start of his publishing firm, he dedicated a devotional print of the
Virgin of Halle, Notre Dame de Hau, to the pious
Albert and Isabella. He presented two exemplars
to the Governors, applying for a ten year privilege
on the plate, which was granted to him for five
years on 17 April 1603 (fig. 9).39 He also engraved
and published a number of portraits of important
courtiers, such as a full length portrait of Albert,
one of Ambrogio Spinola, general in the Spanish
army, and one of Emanuel Sueyro, chamberlain of
Philip III, after Rubens.40 Probably at the occasion
of their wedding in 1615, De Jode published two
portraits of the young Spanish king Philip III and
his bride Elisabeth de Bourbon.41 The same oval
frame was used in a portrait he published in 1623,
of Charles de Longueval, general and ambassador
of Albert and Isabella.42 Between 1612 and 1616
De Jode designed and published a portrait of the
Spanish Father Francisco Jerónimo Simón (15781612), surrounded by ten scenes from his life; he
had the plate engraved by Egbert van Panderen.
The print was dedicated by the Carmelite priest
Hieronymus Gratianus, translator of Spanish
religious works, to Felipe de Cardona, Marquess
of Guadalest, ambassador in Brussels of Albert
and Isabella (fig. 10).43
Pieter de Jode even seems to have worked
directly for the Spanish market. He published
two devotional prints of major Spanish places of
9 Pieter de Jode I, Notre Dame de Hau, 1603, engraving, 387 x 281 mm, Wolfegg,
Fürstlich zu Waldburg-Wolfegg’sche Kunstsammlungen
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pilgrimage; an engraving for the Spanish order
of the Blessed Virgin Mary of Mercy, of Barcelona,
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whose founder Peter Nolasco was canonized
in 1628,44 and one of the Virgin of Guadalupe,
the famous statue of the ‘Black Madonna’ in
the monastery Santa Maria de Guadalupe in
Extremadura.45 In 1630 he engraved a portrait of
Don Lorenzo vander Hamen y Léon, a Spanish
humanist, son of a nobleman from Brussels. The
portrait was based on a painting by Lorenzo’s
brother Juan, court painter in Madrid.46 For the
Flemish-Portuguese publisher Paulo Craesbeeck
Pieter de Jode engraved a portrait of Francisco
Guillielme Casmach, a Portuguese astrologer. The
portrait was an epitaph and posthumously added
to books written by Casmach and published by
Craesbeeck. The engraving has been attributed
to Pieter de Jode II but was definitely engraved by
Pieter de Jode I, who also designed the frame.47
The errors in the name, spelled as ‘Camsaoh’,
suggest that De Jode was unfamiliar with the
sitter, whose portrait must have been sent to him
as a drawing.
10 Egbert van Panderen

The popularity of the Game of Cupid
De Jode's Game of Cupid seems to have had a
contemporaneous counterpart in France. This
woodcut, with an exact translation of the rules
into French was published by the widow Charles
Petit, of the rue Montorgueil in Paris, about 1640
(fig. 11).48 The central scene of the ‘Jeu Royal de
Cupidon’ is signed with three monograms, which

show some wormholes, was previously published
by Leclerc, who is known to have copied many
Flemish prints.49 When De Jode’s print predates
the French one, this means that it must have
been published before 1622. The only difference
between the two boards are the small landscapes
depicted in the spaces, which are empty in the

could be associated with Jean Leclerc IV (15661622). It is possible that the woodcut, which does

Spanish game except for space 4. In De Jode’s
game the same castle in a landscape as in the
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after Pieter de Jode I,
Father Francisco
Jerónimo Simón,
1612-‘16, engraving,
309 x 233 mm, Vienna,
Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek
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11 Monogrammists AC, SDMA , and IIC, published in Paris by Widow Charles Petit, Game of Cupid,
c. 1640, woodcut, 400 x 510 mm, Chislehurst, collection Adrian Seville
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French one appears in this space. This is puzzling
since all other icons in De Jode’s game have
meaning whereas the castle does not. However, it
is unlikely that De Jode copied the French game
because the central image shows Flemish fashion
and definitely not French, as argued above. Therefore, a French origin seems to be improbable but
there can have been another, earlier example
which both publishers used.50 It is even possible
that De Jode published the board with Flemish or
French texts although no such game is known.
The Game of Cupid became popular in the
Northern Netherlands as well, where it fitted
perfectly in the popular pastime of the urban
upper class youth, with love poems, music,
dance and games, as represented in the many
illustrated songbooks. It is widely agreed that
this genre started in 1602 with Michiel Vlack’s Den
nieuwen Lust-hof, soon followed by titles such
as ’t Vermaeck der Jeucht (1612 and 1617), Cupido’s
Lusthof ende der Amoureuse Bomgaert (1613) and
Crispijn de Passe’s Nieuwen ieucht spieghel [1617].51
De Jode’s Game of Cupid was copied between
1625-‘40 by Claes Jansz. Visscher in Amsterdam
(fig. 12).52 The title was changed into ‘The new
game of snake, otherwise called the royal pastime
of Cupid’. The rules only give the basics; no
mention is made of the numerological signifance
nor of the additional favourable throwing of the
number 7. The icons are all identical although
Visscher left out the meaningless castle of space

and by moving the curled tail from the centre to
upper right, making the image more symmetric.
The biggest change is in the central image.
Where Pieter de Jode showed a garden of
love with elegant couples, Visscher depicted
a dancing peasant couple with a matching
Cupid, who is making music with some crude
kitchen tools. In the accompanying rules this
garden is called ‘the peasant garden of Cupid’
[den boertigen Hoff van Cupido]; besides literally
referring to the depicted peasants, the word
boertig also had the connotation of farcical or
ludicrous. Visscher herewith aimed at a market
of the Dutch upper class, where this connotation
was in vogue. Visscher also doubtless referred
to popular songbooks such as G.A. Bredero’s
Boertigh, Amoreus, en Aendachtigh Groot Liedboeck, first published in Amsterdam in 1622,
which addressed the same audience.53 In a later,
close copy of Visscher’s print the central image
is replaced with an elegant couple, playing the
game seated at a table, although in the rules the
boertigen Hoff remained.54 Visscher’s Game of
Snake was copied and reissued several times until
the mid-nineteenth century, all with the peasant
dance at centre.55
From the late-seventeenth century the
Game of Snake was equally succesful in England,
in a copy of Visscher’s board. Around 1800 an
engraving of ‘The Royal Pastime of Cupid or
Entertaining Game of the Snake’ was published in

4. He slightly changed the appearance of the
snake by leaving out the twist behind its head

Glasgow by James Lumsden, in which the central
image was replaced with a cupid in a garden, in
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the rules called ‘the delightful Garden of Cupid’.56
The game still appeared about 1850, in a copy of
the latter.57
In other countries the Game of Cupid seems
not to have caught on. Pieter de Jode’s Spanish
version is the only Game of Cupid known to have
been published in the Southern Netherlands.

One would expect a Flemish version of the game,
possibly made by Jan Jeghers who, like Visscher
in Amsterdam, published both the Game of the
Goose and the Game of the Owl. But no such print
has turned up, and thus Pieter de Jode’s ‘El Juego
Real de Cupido’ is the only Flemish Game of Cupid
known to date.

12 Published in Amsterdam
by Claes Jansz. Visscher,
Game of Snake,
c. 1625-’40, engraving,
345 x 438 mm,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum
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Jode family will be published in 2016.
This article is based on my research
of four generations of the De Jode
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Hollstein Dutch & Flemish Etchings,
Engravings and Woodcuts 1450-1700,
hereafter referred to as NHD. These
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